Affordable and Reliable
This motorized retractable awning package is constructed of Italian components and manufactured in the USA. The Quartz Package is all about shade when you want it!

The Quartz Package includes:
- Select from 100s of Sunbrella®, Para or Sattler fabrics
- White or sand colored frame system
- American Heritage remote controlled motor with override crank feature
- 18’ power cord plugs directly into any home 120V outlet
- Single channel remote control
- Hand crank
- Options:
  - Color matched hood (optional)
  - Wireless wind sensor
  - Multi-channel remotes

Need it soon? The Quartz Package can be installed in 3 weeks.

Or consider an easy DIY installation!

For more information or to place your order:
1-866-873-2941 • awnings@awningworksinc.com

AWNING WORKS® inc.
Visit us at 10820 US 19 North • Clearwater, FL 33764